PICREADI is a Moscow-based NGO whose focus is on the research of soft power and public diplomacy issues. Since 2017, we launched a program named Meeting Russia, whereby we invite professionals aged 25-35 years and interested in Russia and its foreign policy, to join a 3-day immersive program in Moscow.

Link:  https://www.picreadi.com/meeting_russia/

Message Content: Meeting Russia is an opportunity to travel to the country's capital, meet Russian public figures at their workplaces (visits to the governmental institutions and think-tanks allows for that), discuss acute issues of today's politics with other participants and enrich your professional network.

To learn more about the program and apply, follow this link:
https://www.picreadi.com/meeting_russia/ You are equally encouraged to get familiar with other projects and publication of NGO.

We would be especially interested in welcoming the scholars who examine broad political psychology topics and seek to understand and research those through focusing on the Russian Federation.

Madina Plieva
meeting.russia@gmail.com